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THE INFAMOUS SAM BASS.Outlaw Sam Bass was one of the largest legends of the Old West-an
orphan turned career criminal who managed to elude Pinkerton detectives, federal marshals, and a
special task force of manhunters led by Captain June Peak. But with his last breaths Sam told one
man the real story of his life: a tale of dreams and dashed hopes, and how a good man ended up on
the wrong side of law, and now lay dying with a bullet in the back ...BOUND FOR TEXAS. BOUND
FOR BLOOD.Young Sam Bass lit out for Texas with visions of a cowboy's life dancing in his head.
Honest hard work got the Midwestern farm boy on a real life cattle drive to Dodge City. But soon
Sam made a fatal choice, and found himself in Deadwood, South Dakota, a place that could turn
even the best men bad. Once Sam Bass picked up a gun and robbed a stagecoach, there was no
turning back. The law wanted him dead, fate wanted him in Texas, and the outlaw trail waited in
between.
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Captain America
I have read every Jason Manning book I have been able to find. He is one of my favorite writers. "The

Outlaw Trail" is no exception. It is the story of Sam Bass, a young boy who tried to go straight but
fell into the wrong hands. He tells his story on his death bed. He died at the age of twenty seven. He
was a Robin Hood type to many people. I would recommend this book to anyone who like western
historical books. Jason Manning is great.
fire dancer
good read.
Kamuro
Ok.
Nilarius
Changed my opinion of Muslins to better people
Lost Python
Having read almost all of mannings work that is available on the kindle, I must say I have enjoyed all
of them. I especially like the historical tie in and his explanation at the end. Whether it's Hugh
Falconer, Ethan Payne or Sam Bass, following the characters thru the past is something to look
forward to. Mr. Manning Being from east Texas doesn't hurt either.
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